Objective assessment of neurotoxicity while shifting from carbamazepine to oxcarbazepine.
Objective assessment of non-overt neurotoxicity of carbamazepine (CBZ) vs oxcarbazepine (OXC) in patients with difficult-to-treat partial epilepsy, who were resistant to CBZ treatment and were converted from CBZ monotherapy to OXC monotherapy. Therapeutically equivalent doses (150 mg OXC for every 100 mg CBZ) were compared in 20 adult patients. Neurological investigation, conventional and spectral EEG analysis, brainstem auditory evoked responses (BAER) were carried out in both treatment conditions. EEG and BAER data of 20 age-matched healthy controls helped interpretation. Primary target variables (electrophysiological parameters) were evaluated blindly. There were no significant differences between treatment conditions concerning the neurological condition, lack of clinically evident neurotoxicity, seizure frequency and EEG spike frequency. OXC treatment was characterized by less delta, theta, and alpha power, more beta power, and significantly greater mean alpha frequency (P = 0.03 and 0.05 for the left and right occipital leads, respectively), than CBZ treatment. Interpeak latencies were prolonged in the CBZ condition as compared with normals (P = 0.01) and OXC (P = 0.02). In this cohort of patients substitution of OXC for CBZ was associated with significant normalization of electrophysiological parameters, indicating decreasing neurotoxicity while shifting from CBZ to OXC monotherapy.